Twin Lattice
Bracelet

Materials
John Bead Czech Twin 2-Hole Beads, Peach dyed, 67901020
Size 8/0 Seed Beads, Chocolate Brown, 695SB08O-0409V
Copper Oval Toggle Set, 23400966
Wildfire Beading Thread .006, 74423057-01
Size #12 Beading Needle, 74302005
Battery Operated Heat Cord Cutter, 74509836
Thread Scissors, 74509607
Beading Mat, 74509851
Chain Nose Pliers, 22801016-05

Intermediate Bead Weaving
1 hour class

Share your designs with us!
#JohnBead
Join the John Bead Facebook Group!

John Bead Czech 2-Hole Twin Beads are combined with 8/0 seed beads in a
Right Angle Weave design to create a beautiful, garden-ready latticework
bracelet for Spring!
Abbreviations used in these instructions include:
Twin - Czech Twin 2-Hole Seed Bead
S8 - Size 8/0 Seed Bead
Step 1
Cut 65 to 70 inches of beading thread. Leaving a 15 inch tail, {string (1)Twin
and (1)S8} four times. Go back through the first Twin. When stringing Twin
beads, don't worry which hole is strung on this step. Reinforce this thread
path by going through all the beads once more. Continue through the next
S8, Twin, S8 and Twin. Do a step-up, which is to go through the open hole of
the Twin bead your thread is exiting.

Step 2
Begin adding on. {String (1)S8, (1)Twin} three times, plus (1)S8. Go back
through the first Twin bead. Reinforce this by going through all the beads
once more, then continue through the next S8, Twin, S8, and Twin, then
step-up through that Twin. Repeat this step until you have created a length
that is 1/2" shorter than your desired, clasped length.

Step 3
Next, let's add on another row. To do this, we will join a new lattice star
onto the existing ones.Weave to exit from a Twin bead on one of the edges
and step-up through the open hole. {String (1)S8 and (1)Twin} three times,
plus (1)S8. Go back through the first Twin. Reinforce through all beads once,
then weave to exit from the Twin bead that is facing the direction heading
back down the bracelet. Step-up to exit from the open hole of that Twin
bead.

Step 4
String (1)S8. Go through the open hole of the Twin bead from the former row
below, then {string (1)S8, (1)Twin} twice, plus (1)S8. Go back through the
first Twin. Reinforce through all beads once, then continue through the
next S8, Twin, S8, Twin, then step-up through the Twin bead. Repeat this
step until you reach the end of the bracelet.

Step 5
Here is a fun way to create a connection for your clasp. Note that you could
also perform this step with a simple stringing of S8.
At this step, your thread shoud be exiting from the end Twin bead, outer
hole. String a new Twin bead, then go back through the former. Continue
back through the new Twin bead, then step-up through that Twin. Add
another Twin bead and repeat this step, looping though the last to connect
in a ladder stitch, as shown. Join to the other edge twin in your bracelet, in
the position shown, by looping through the outer hole. Loop through the
first bracelet segment, then weave back through to reinforce the ladder,
securing the opposite sides.

Step 6
Weave down into the work to secure remaining thread. Knotting is not
recommended, but a half hitch knot can be tied in between a Twin and S8,
going through the next S8 and trimming.
String a needle onto the tail thread left at Step 1. Repeat Step 5 to add a
laddered loop of Twin beads for the other side.
Open a jump ring and connect the clasp of your choice to each of the
laddered loops.

